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Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 1030

The next day, Sasha and Sebastian departed for Clear.

However, they did not know that Sabrina was also heading there from
Jetroina.

“Ms. Hayes, where did you get this information? Why don’t we verify it first?
Your body’s in no condition to go through this hassle. Why not rest for the
night?”

Isaac was extremely hesitant about going there because the information they
got was from an anonymous message Sabrina received.

Sabrina did not know who sent it, so Isaac had his doubts about the
legitimacy of the message.What if

it’s a scam?

However, Sabrina did not heed his plea.

She figured Solomon was definitely hiding there because she recalled Clear
being the place where Sasha had hidden back then.

At that time, Solomon was there too.
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Hence, Sabrina flew there overnight.

The flight from Terrandya to Clear did not take long as there was no need for
transits. However, as Isaac predicted, Sabrina’s condition worsened after they
got on the plane.

“Are you okay, Ms. Hayes?”

“I’m fine!”

Sabrina proceeded to swallow some painkillers and shut her eyes.

Seeing that, Isaac kept quiet and silently pulled a blanket over her.

It was about four in the morning when they arrived in Clear. Isaac was
reluctant to wake Sabrina up as she finally got some sleep. But in the end, the
shake from the landing woke her up.

“Mmm…”

Isaac heard Sabrina’s moan and saw that she had her hands over her stomach
with a pale face.

“Ms. Hayes, are you okay?” He was concerned.

There was no reply.

It wasn’t until a few seconds later when Sabrina felt a little better did she nod
her head.

“I’m fine. Let’s go.” She stood up and left her seat with her bag.
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Isaac followed suit without saying much and got off the plane with her. They
were planning to take a cab straight from the airport to Clear and start their
search for Solomon.

However, they did not expect to see a local cab waiting right there as soon as
they exited the airport.

“Ms. Hayes, what’s this?”

Sabrina kept quiet.

She finally realized that something was off and stopped in place as she looked
at the cab cautiously.

“Are you here to pick us up?”

“Are you Ms. Sabrina Hayes? If so, then yes. Ms. Willow Fischer called me
here, telling me that you would arrive tonight.”

The driver got out of his car and took out his phone to show Sabrina a picture.

But before Sabrina did anything, Isaac had already walked in front of her and
snatched the man’s phone away.

“Ms. Hayes, look at this. Do you know this woman?” Isaac placed the phone in
front of Sabrina so that she could get a closer look.

Truth be told, Sabrina had never met Willow.

She was Sasha’s close friend who had been living in Clear for years. They were
very close, but Sabrina had only ever heard of her name.
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Sabrina took a look and did not make any remarks.

Then she took out her phone. “What’s her number?”

The driver recited a line of numbers.

Sabrina matched the numbers from the ones on her phone and noticed that it
was the same number that sent her the message about Solomon. With that,
she cast away her doubts and got in the car with Isaac.

The driver started the engine as soon as they got in and off they went.

Seeing that they were on their way, Sabrina relaxed a little and leaned back to
get some rest.

As her weariness began to set in, Isaac suddenly tugged at her dress.

“Ms. Hayes.” He did all he could to lower his volume, so much so that he
almost kissed Sabrina’s ear.

Sabrina felt irritated and opened her eyes out of reflex to curse at him.

But before she could say anything, she noticed that the wimp was pointing out
the window and proceeded to swallow her words.

There was nothing outside.

Before their arrival, they had checked the route to the city. It would only take
forty minutes for them to get to Clear from the airport. However, it had already
been twenty minutes, and it was still pitch black outside.
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Clear was a big city, so no matter how far they were, they should have noticed
the faint city lights by now.

Sabrina sat up straight and stared coldly into the darkness on the other side of
the window.

Before Isaac could say anything, Sabrina had already removed the brooch
from her dress and lunged forward, stabbing the driver’s throat with the pin.

Oh my God!

Isaac was dumbfounded.

He only snapped out of it when the driver stopped twitching. Without someone
at the steering wheel, the car was going out of control. “What are you doing?
Grab the wheel!” Sabrina shouted.
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